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Session 4 

Publishing 101  

When it comes to “self-publishing,” you need to be aware of a few things:

➡ So-called “Self-Publishing” companies will rip you off. Every one of them. 
Companies which publish your book for you and put their company name on it (aka 
Vanity Publishers) are NOT “self” publishing companies. “Self” means self, and that 
is you. The closest company to being legitimate and honest that does this and offers 
an option for indie publishing is CreateSpace and they still engage in false 
advertising. They will hound you. If you create an account and never upload 
anything, they will come after you. They will hound you to publish with them, hound 
you until you send them money.

Create Space sells ISBNs that you can put on your book and they offer a free option 
for an ISBN on your book that they own. The problem is if you use an ISBN that is 
registered to anyone other than you, you give up your distribution rights for that 
book forever and always. Literally, the only way to recover your rights is to destroy 
any unsold copies of the book with that ISBN on them, destroy your listing and all 
the reviews that go with the listing and start over from scratch. If you ever want to 
change printers or publishing companies, you have to start over from scratch. That 
is a terrible idea.

I’ve taught you how to use professional software and how to create your book 
covers using professional software, so you could create all the books necessary to 
dominate and control your niche. Why would you use one of these companies and 
give up your rights?

➡ There is a right way to publish and a wrong way to publish, no matter what anyone 
says. Yes, you can make your books look like crap. You can play games thinking 
you are going to get into bookstores. But if your goal is to sell books, there is a 
wrong way to publish, specifically when it comes to journals.

➡ It is easier than you think. The big secret to self-publishing: It is really easy to do it 
right! 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Steps to Self-Publish 

1. Come up with a name
๏ Make it unique. Make your company look like a legitimate, registered business 

even if it isn’t a corporation.
๏ Don’t make your pen name or book name part of your company name unless 

you want to scream “I’m self-published, not professional and don’t know what 
I’m doing.” Bookstores need to look at your author name and business name 
and believe you are being published by a real, independent publishing 
company

๏ Your business name could be an inside joke or a word in another language, a 
creative use of a family member’s name, etc.

๏ Google the name you want to use as your business name to make sure it is not 
being used somewhere else already. Search for the name + each of the 
following words: publications, publishing, media, press, books (e.g. “Gréine 
Publications,” “Gréine Press”…)

๏ You do not have to register as a business entity (i.e. Inc, LLC, LLP, etc.) in the 
USA to operate a business. You can operate as a sole proprietorship, but you 
must check local regulations — including banking — for requirements to 
register your business name at least as a DBA (doing business as) in order to 
use the name in commercial activity. There are regulations depending upon 
where in the world you live and you need to comply with those. 

2. Register ISBNs under that name
๏ In the USA, we have to buy ISBNs. In Canada they are free as they may be in 

other countries. Google your location (e.g. “ISBN register UK”) if outside the 
USA to find local requirements and where you register ISBNs in your country.

๏ In the USA, purchase ISBNs from MyIdentifiers.com. Apply for an account and 
set it up in a few minutes.

3. Talk to a CPA about sales tax IF you plan to sell books yourself. My experience is 
that you need to have a tax number if you want to buy things wholesale or tax 
exempt. If you plan to sell books from the back of your car or as you travel and 
speak at events, you only have to collect sales tax and report it if you sell books in 
the state where your business is located. BUT, I repeat, I am not an attorney or 
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CPA so you must talk to a professional to determine the best course of action for 
your business.

4. Send your print files to a printer!
๏ The two top print-on-demand companies are CreateSpace.com and 

IngramSpark.com (the portal for Lightning Source)
๏ Compare costs. A sample $10 book, 90 pages distributed (on amazon.com, 

Barnes and Noble, Books a Million, etc.) would be:

So there isn’t a big difference in what goes in my pocket for this exact same 
book when printing at one vs. the other. However, when I start buying books 
myself to sell directly at speaking events, etc., it gets interesting. I recommend 
if you are starting out, you 
buy 50-100 books to use 
with the techniques I am 
going to teach you in the 
last session. Here is what 
the math looks like for the 
same book purchases 
(right):

If you are only going to be 
selling books through 
Amazon and similar 
retailers one at a time, it 
really doesn’t make much 
difference. But because 
you get volume discounts 
from IngramSpark, if you 
think you are going to be 
doing a lot of speaking 
engagements or similar 
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where you can sell books directly, you can get much better profits using 
IngramSpark.  However, I’ve been in this business for a long time, and I have 
only purchased a quantity of 500 one time.

๏ There are other things to consider. CreateSpace is good at certain things. It 
was designed for novels and does that kind of thing extremely well. But, 
beyond that, it may not be the best for you. I would NEVER publish a coloring 
book through CreateSpace because of the ink they use on the paper, paper 
quality, etc. For journals where people are only going to write or sketch but not 
color, CreateSpace is fine. It is best to do a side-by-side comparison of the 
specs on the two companies and then make a determination based upon the 
book you are printing. AS OF THE TIME OF THIS CLASS RECORDING:

1. they require you buy a book (about $10) before you can approve the book and 
has a fee for “expanded distribution” meaning it is in the catalogs so that a 
bookstore can order it.
2. 102 page minimum before you can put text on the cover spine (indicates how thin 
their paper is)
3. Premium for color (like children’s books) is gorgeous.
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4. Set-up cost is for cover and interior combined; annual distribution fee means you 
can get your book physically stocked in bookstores in addition to other online 
outlets. NOTE: When you upload your file and pay the set-up charge, if there is a 
problem with your file and you fix it, they will not charge you a set-up fee again, but 
if the file is okay and you choose to change it or change the design in some way, 
they will charge the fee again.
5. Obviously, paper is thicker if they only need 50 pages to print on spine
6. You can get ISBN that is owned by CreateSpace. You are never allowed to take 
this away from CS and you have no distribution rights. They have an option for you 
to buy a single ISBN for $99 that you own. However, if you are going to create a lot 
of books as I have shown you is possible in this training, it would be crazy to 
purchase one for $99 when CS only pays $1 for them. You want to go to Bowker at 
www.myidentifiers.com and purchase blocks of them.
7. They are going to just place it for you and you have no control over it — you 
leave blank space and hope for the best.
8. They make it sound like you can get distribution in bookstores, but it isn’t true.
9. You are not allowed to let your books be returned with CS and that means no 
bookstores because this is a requirement for the bookstores.
10. You have to know where to place it and where to go to generate the barcode but 
with the right software tools, this isn’t a problem. You can get a barcode generated 
on Lightning Source (cover template generator) or there are numerous free tools 
(Google “free ISBN barcode generator) like the one at tux.org [NOTE: as of this 
writing, the barcode generator at tux is not operating due to a software malfunction. 
The owner of the site is migrating to another host. Try the generator at bookow.com/
resources.php] 
11. You can even get into libraries using Ingram
12. Amazon has done a good job of cleverly trying to convince authors that they 
cannot get their POD books on Amazon unless they use CreateSpace, but it isn’t 
true.

๏ Print Quality is a critical factor and should be because you are in this as a 
business. Without quality print, you cannot grow and compete with big 
companies.

CreateSpace is not the highest quality of the two major POD printers, no 
question. But if you are just starting out and need to use CreateSpace, it is not 
going to kill your business. Just be sure you buy your own ISBN. 
Some authors have complained that people were coming to them directly 
asking for refunds or replacement books because the laminate used for the 
CreateSpace covers was peeling away from the cover just from carrying the 
book around — normal wear. Why? In the image below, the areas circled in red 
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have lint and fuzzy dirt because they don’t clean their machinery well or often. 
This is a small section of a book cover and there are three spots in this small 
section! Laminate won’t stick to the paper when there is dirt there.

On the other hand, the quality of IngramSpark’s printing is excellent. Even 
though Amazon has done a great job marketing and has convinced people that 
they are the only game in town for POD, Ingram owns the patent on POD 
technology so this is their business! An example from a cover printed by them 
shows no dirt/lint.

Think print quality isn’t that big a deal? Below is a screen shot of a review very 
recently posted for a coloring book. Look at the review title, “book quality 
problems hurt the book.” The reviewer goes on to give a rather scathing review 
of the book, not because the content was bad or even unremarkable but 
because the print quality was so bad that she has “download free drawings with 
better/higher resolution drawings from free downloads from the web.” OUCH. 
Other similar reviews follow below.
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Two stars can ruin your chances of making sales of your book. Period. It 
doesn’t matter to potential customers that it is the printing, not your content that 
is crap. The choice of printer reflects on your company as a publisher and 
people won’t buy from you. This is especially true if the subject matter of the 
book is graphic in nature or meant to be a showcase of something other than 
your printed words. If that is what you are publishing — books like journals or 
coloring books — don’t use CreateSpace! 

Good Quality will bring 
➡ more money
➡ strategic partnerships
➡ credibility
➡ mass marketing
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Demonstration: Getting an ISBN & finishing the cover layout 

1. www.myidentifers.com > register > New Bowker customer > complete the 
information, accept terms, create account. Note that under the heading “company 
name,” a personal name may be used rather than business name, but I don’t 
recommend it. If you use a personal name, you will have to contact them and 
request that they add an “imprint” so you can publish the book under a name that 
is not your own, i.e. your publishing business name. It is best to just use a 
company name.

2. With an account > log in > click big buy button 
and you will have three package choices: One 
for $125; 10 for $295; or 100 for $575.

Sometimes they run sales and these can be a good deal. Keep in mind that every 
time you publish a different version of a book, i.e. e-book, audio book, etc. you 
must use a different ISBN. It doesn’t take long to use up 10. NOTE: you will often 
see a prompt buy a barcode here. Don’t do it. You can get these for free with one 
of the free barcode generator methods we discussed earlier.

3. Once you own ISBNs > My Account > Manage ISBNs takes you to a list of the 
ISBNs you own. Clicking on one that your have assigned will show you the details 
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of the publication to which that number is assigned. For a new book, choose one 

that is not assigned yet > copy the number > paste 
into the copyright page of your InDesign file for that 
book (right) > click “Assign Title” in ISBN list > 
complete the information about the book in the 
registry and upload cover image (you can do this 
later).

4. Create barcode: lightningsource.com > book design 
essentials > cover template generator > paste ISBN 
> complete other information as 
necessary (I am not using the 
template for anything but 
creating the barcode so it 
doesn’t matter much what I fill 
out, but they require certain 
information to be completed in 
order to create the barcode, 
so… You can choose to have 
the template and support files 
(including barcode) returned to 
you in either .pdf or an 
InDesign file. I use ID, so that 
is usually what I would choose, 
but If you select .pdf, you can 
use it in Photoshop, ID and 
other software, too. 
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Once information is completed > submit. The template and files will be sent as a 
link to you via email soon after.

5. When you receive your email > download the file > double click the file (see image 
below) > copy the barcode. NOTE: I never use these templates except as a 
means to get the barcode. However, if you are printing full color books with 
Ingram, they require you to use the template.

6. open your ID cover file > paste barcode into the file. Where do you place it? 
Industry standard is 1/2 inch from the spine and 1/2 inch from the bottom. You can 
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drag guides in to get your placement exact. Before you do anything more with this 
file, ALWAYS double check to make sure the ISBN on your barcode matches the 
one inside the book on the copyright page!

Demonstration: File Prep for Print 

Before I can upload my cover and interior pages for print, I have to make sure they are 
saved in a very specific way to meet the printer’s requirements.

1. In your InDesign cover file > File > Adobe PDF Presets > [Press Quality] or go to 
Lightning Source web site and read their requirements to make your own preset to 
fit their exact specifications.

2. Export > give “save as” name. Lightning Source has a rule about the way the files 
must be named. They must be named by the name of the ISBN without hyphens. 
For the cover, name with ISBN followed by “cvr” (e.g. 9781941638002cvr). NOTE: 
CreateSpace takes any name so I just stay in the habit of naming my export files 
by the ISBN and that way they will work wherever I send them.

3. When you save, a .pdf 
dialog box will come up 
for you to enter your 
settings (right). If you 
have already saved a 
preset for Lightning 
Source or use Adobe’s 
Press Quality preset, all 
the options will already be 
complete here for you.

4. Export > and file will be 
saved and ready for 
upload

5. For the interior pages file, 
steps are a little different. 
If I had created 
everything in a single 
document, I would follow 
the exact same steps as for the cover. However, since I created a book document 
in InDesign with three separate files, I need to do something slightly different: shift 
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click to select all three files in the book file > select little down arrow in top right to 
get drop down menu > choose Export Book to PDF.

6. Again, for Ingram/Lightning Source, we have to name the file for the ISBN followed 
by “txt” (e.g. 9781941638002txt) for the 
interior file to keep track of which file is 
the cover and which is the interior. 
Make sure the Format shows “Print” > 
Save > Choose the preset you want to 
use (Black and White Interior) NOTE: 
the pdf options menu will come up 
showing the last preset you used which 
is the cover and you do NOT want this 
so change > Export.

NOTE: for both IngramSpark and 
CreateSpace, the last page should always be 
blank or they will add some blank pages. 
Sometimes they add blank pages anyway depending on which machine they are printing on 
that day and the page count criteria for that printer. I don’t mind because it gives people 
space to write notes. 
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Demonstration: Publishing with IngramSpark 

1. ingramspark.com > create new account > complete information and go through the 
steps. It is free and easy to set up. Once you have an account > log in > 
dashboard looks like the following. They provide a lot of great information such as 
your top selling titles in order and your units sold in the last 30 days. 
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2. Click Add a new title > Screen below: Print Only; Imprint Gréine Publications;  
NOTE: Because I have a registered LLC for Gréine Investments, I had my Ingram 
account set up with that name. Then, I selected the link for “Request another 
imprint” and had them add Gréine Publications for me to publish my books under. 
This is important. Whatever is in that Imprint box is what will show up on Amazon.
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You could put your name again here if you illustrated the 
book and show your role as Illustrator or list someone else 
who was a contributor if relevant.
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3. Click on “Find Subjects”. These are your categories or BISAC codes, the subject 
codes bookstores use. When you select this button, you get the following screen 
where you can just do a search to find appropriate codes. The way I find the 
categories for my books is to say “If I walked into a bookstore, where would my 
book be.” You can do a lot of research on Amazon and bookstores, but this is 
pretty much the way I do it. Notice in the selected example below the category is 
niched down three levels. Choosing this, I have a better chance of being found 
than if I just chose a general, top-level category.

4. Book Description: I wrote this in a text document which I copied and pasted for the 
back cover. I don’t copy/paste from that original text file because chances are 
when I put it onto the cover, I made changes to it over time. Ingram has some 
issue with copying text from a pdf and pasting it into the description box, so I copy 
it from the .pdf > paste into a text file > repair any problems with the plain text like 
line breaks and orphans that got into the text in the layout process > copy it > 
paste into the description box on Ingram. Alternatively, copy the text right from the 
original ID file and paste here. This text is not going to look pretty. For most 
bookstore listings, it is plain and simple. “Pretty” is what Amazon Author Central is 
for.

5. Continue to enter print specs for printing and pricing and publication. The specs 
are the same things we’ve entered several times already in different places. 
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Pricing: based on experience and my printing costs, I determined $14.95 as the 
price. But, before I settle on it, I need to do some research. On Amazon, I am 
going to search for non-fiction journal for writers to see what is available and the 
price. I need to compare all the detail in my book with what is in the competitors’ 
books so I can price my book based on an equal comparison. For example, I 
wouldn’t want to compare my book with all the details to a plain journal with only 
writing lines. Mine has so much more perceived value and can command a higher 
price. Looking at Knock Knock journals which are similar to mine in content, theirs 
are all $13-18. I think $14.95 is a fair price for my book.

Other currencies: Ingram has printers and warehouses in other countries like 
Australia that service areas closer to those printers. CreateSpace has some 
limitations so where you are in the world may dictate which printer you use. For 
currencies, use a currency converter like XE.com, type in $14.95 USD and convert 
to various currencies. Input those values for your book upload. 

Global Connect Program: book gets into smaller, more obscure countries. I do 
want to accept this, but I do not want to offer the 55% trade discount because 
most are going to buy it online anyway and I don’t care about the bookstores in 
these small countries.

Publication Date: I am setting it for today’s date

6. Upload cover and interior files by 
dragging and dropping or browsing 
and selecting from your computer. 
Files upload and a file check 
occurs. If everything is fine and 
there are no errors with the files, 
you will move on to the set up fee 
for the book. 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7. It will take a few days before all 
the file verifications are 
completed. In the meantime, I 
need to place an order because I 
want a proof. I can drop ship to 
any country, but I am in the US, 
only want one book, don’t mind 
ground shipping and am willing to 
pay $17.81 to get a proof and 
make sure my book looks good 
before it is published.

Lightning Source would 
automatically ship out books as a 
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proof because they had a proof process. IngramSpark does not. There is a trick to 
getting one. Go back to the dashboard. Notice the Tranquility book is “Pending 
Publisher Approval.” That means it is ready to go, but I am not going to get my 

proof until I do something. I need to click the Approve button first in order to get to 
my proof choices. I have to make one of these choices before my proof is going to 
be sent to me. Once I do that and hit Continue, it will process the order I put in for 
this book proof. 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Once I get my proof and approve, I only have to go back to the Dashboard > click 
on that book’s title > go to the review page for the book (below) > select the 
Enable button to get the book onto amazon.com within the next day. Amazon will 
put the listing up immediately, but the cover image isn’t up for a few days.  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Demonstration: Publishing with CreateSpace 

Reluctantly, I am going to publish the Business Journal — the one I created quickly at 
the end of Session 3 — to CreateSpace. The process is very similar to the one we just 
completed with Ingram.

1. Prep book just as I did for Publishing with IngramSpark. I do need to go back and 
fix the spine width here. Remember, because the paper is a different thickness, 
the spine width will calculate to be a different number in CreateSpace. Calculating 
the spine size is a simple matter of multiplying the page count by .002252 for white 
paper or in our case, .36032 [Information to create your cover can be found at 
https://www.createspace.com/Products/Book/CoverPDF.jsp] Once I have the 
interior and the cover files edited, set up and ready for upload, I can proceed.

2. Set up account on CreateSpace > 
log on with that account > set up 
a new publication. If you are new 
to doing a Create Space setup, I 
suggest you do the guided 
version. It will walk you through 
basically the same kind of 
questions and check boxes we 
saw in the set up for Ingram.
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3. Upload the cover file and the interior file in the same manner as we did for Ingram. 
In the interior, choose trim size & paper and upload prepared file.

4. Upload interior file and let it run the automated print checks to look for formatting 
issues
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5. While waiting for the automated print check, work on the book cover. They do have 
an option to build your cover online with their cover creator tool. However, and this 
is important, because you are using their tool to create your cover, they own the 
copyright of the design and you will have a very difficult time getting a copy of it. 
We want to upload a print-ready pdf cover to print on matte paper. 
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6. After all the steps to upload a cover, we get an error message that the file 
size cannot exceed 40 mb. This could be a reason there are quality issues with 
CreateSpace because they don’t take larger files. It is at this point we should 
definitely decide to have nothing more to do with CreateSpace!! To fix this, I would 
have to try changing presets and if that doesn’t work, I would have to find out how 
to compress the file and if that doesn’t work, I will have to change the background 
image on the cover to eliminate the extra megabytes. 

NOTE 

Due to the sensitivity of the information required, we didn’t show how to set up to 
receive payment from either Ingram or CreateSpace. Once you get into the process 
and are filling out the online forms, you will find it is self-explanatory.  If you have 
questions about that process, post them in the Facebook group.  One thing you need 
to remember regarding payment:  both IngramSpark and CreateSpace have policies 
that they don’t pay you immediately.  It takes month or two before either starts paying 
you on your book and they then pay monthly.

  

Session 4 Homework:  

1. Choose your printer

2. Watch Session 5: Out-of-the-Box Marketing
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Session Q & A 

Q: Releasing several versions of same book at once makes sense but what about books in a 
series? Should they be released together or spaced out?

A: Absolutely space them out

Q: On Ingram, is the volume discount cumulative or per order?
A: Single order quantity. When you order 100 books in a single order you start to get 

discounts.

Q: Choices for cover stock?
A: You don’t get any. Your only choice is glossy vs matte lamination. That is a drawback to 

POD 

Q: Is 102 pages the same as 102 half sheets?
A: The front of a page is a page and the back go that page is a different page. 

Q: Does CreateSpace require you to buy ISBN from them even if you have your own from 
Bowker?

A: No. 

Q: POD for spiral binding?
A: Book Baby or Blurb 

Q: Shipping cost to Australia from CreateSpace?
A: CS doesn’t allow it. Ingram has a facility in Australia and ships to Australia from Australia. 

Q: Concerned about how flat book will lie. Created 6 x 9 book on CS but felt too difficult to 
write in so didn't publish. Different on Ingram?

A: 6 x 9 is too small for something like that. 6 x 9 doesn’t lie flat no matter what printer you 
use. 

Q: Can give feel for relevant quantities sold through Amazon and Ingram
A: Numbers you saw in my Ingram account are my real numbers and includes Amazon and 

all other sales. I don’t market my books much. I could do so much more.

Q: If want to revise a book, what is involved?
A: Exactly what I showed you 
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Q: Re. ISBN, do you follow rules for purchase based on where you are going to sell or where 
you live?

A: Based on where your business is located. If your business is US business, you buy ISBN 
using US rules. 

Q: If need to change cover on Ingram, do you have to pay set-up fee again?
A: Yes and no. There is a $25 fee to upload a new file to Ingram if you have major typos. That 

is why I let my files live for awhile and get feedback from people. Then I do one revision, 
pay my $25 fee once. 

Q: How much do I have to change before I need a new ISBN?
A: 50% or more. If change 50%, it is considered a new book and needs new ISBN 

Q: Need URL for publishing company name?
A: No. 

Q: Any printers that have specialty papers?
A: Yes. There are printers who will do anything you want, but to bring the cost down, you will 

have to order 3,000-5,000 copies 

Q: Recommend having web site for publishing company?
A: Yes, if you want to really do this as a business, especially if want to publish other people’s 

work 

Q: lulu.com as POD service?
A: Don’t do it. Their quality is worse than CS and 10 times more expensive. They are just a 

middleman marking the books up a few dollars per copy and pocketing it. 

Q: ISBN Services offers basic ISBN plus barcode service for $18.99 each. Will this work?
A: There are a lot of people buying ISBNs and re-selling them. It is illegal. In the US, you can 

be fined for using such an ISBN. ISBNs are non-transferable. Only 6 places including 
CreateSpace are authorized to resell ISBNs. There is a list on Bowker — and all are big 
companies. 

Q: How many books do you have to sell to break even on initial investment?
A: Depends on a lot of things. You have to figure out all your costs and divide it by your 

royalty revenue 
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Q: Can I choose 70% royalty in CreateSpace if I don’t want in bookstores and am okay with 
the limitations

A: Yes as long as you understand the limitations 

Q: Some like journals with no lines
A: Awesome. Make something 

Q: What is duplex cover?
A: I’ve already talked about this a couple of different times. It means printing on both sides of 

the cover — outside and inside cover printed 

Q: Are you paying set-up in each country or just once with Ingram?
A: Once. 

Q: Is Book Baby good?
A: I love them but they are expensive.

Q: Once you’ve put book through Ingram or CS and make updates, do you need new ISBN?
A: No. 

Q: Does correcting typos mean copyright has to be re-filed?
A: No.

Q: Do you have to file a formal copyright application in order to use the copyright symbol?
A: No. It is copyrighted as soon as it is published

Q: How to move book from Create Space to Ingram?
A: Contact Ingram and they can help you do it as long as you own the ISBN. CreateSpace 

actually does this fairly often but you must own the ISBN
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